white paper

BY DANIELLE APPLE

basic file setup
How to make your print
files ready
Have you ever submited a print file
and had it bounced back for things
like “bleed,” “image resolution,”
“RGB colors” etc.? Or maybe you just
want to know how to set up your files.
This guide is for you!
In this guide we will cover the most common topics or
issues that can come up when working with printers.
We will also go over APi-marketing’s preferred file setup.

1

Document size and setup
The first step in creating a successful print
file is to set up your working file properly.
It will help you avoid many a headache in
the future.
•

Size

•

Facing pages vs “not”

•

# of pages

•

Margins and Bleed

5

Review and send

2

Color
Color can be confusing because the
human eye sees color differently when
viewing it on different media.
•

Rich black

•

Using your swatches panel

•

RGB, CMYK, Spot

•

Looking for RGB images/objects

•

Working with transparencies and
gradients

3

Image resolution
You don’t want fuzzy, blurry images if you
can avoid it. Here’s how.
•

DPI/PPI and what it means for print vs
digital media

•

JPEG or TIFF? Image quality explained

4
•

Exporting a PDF for print
Solving your color issues (mostly)

•

Making sure it has bleed
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1

Document size and setup
The first step in creating a successful print file is to set up your working
file properly. It will help you avoid many a headache in the future. We
will go over these topics:
•

Size

•

Facing pages vs “not”

•

# of pages

•

Margins and bleed
Know about size and bleed up front
What is the Trim Size of your finished document? Does the
color go to the edge? Make sure that you and your supervisor/employer/client have the same understanding. This can
affect how much your print item costs.

These instructions for use with
Adobe Indesign Creative Cloud.
If you have a different version,
you will probably be able to get
by but the menus will be colored
and styled differently. Some very
old versions will have settings in
different areas of the program
than the one we are going over.

Let’s dive into the size options as you
make a new Indesign document:

Name your file now
Just click on “untitled” and you will be able to start typing.
Units
Inches please. In other countries they use Centimeters and
Millimeters, but here in the U.S. the industry standard is Inches. It’s hard to convert later, so you may as well start out right.
Page Count
All booklets that are saddle stitched must have a page count
divisible by 4. Other than that, there are no constraints unless
you are worried about cost or are told by your supervisor/
employer/client to make it another count.
Facing pages
Checking this box arranges your pages into spreads. They
are sometimes helpful for visualizing images that cross over
two pages. Just keep in mind though that your center spread
(center fold) is the only one that will not have a fold separating your images that cross over.

Margins
We recommend a safety zone of at least .125”, which is
1/8”. If you set the margins to this number, you will be able to
visually see if any of your text or important objects are falling
outside that range and at risk of being trimmed too close.
Bleed
We recommend .125” of bleed on all sides. This will make
your exported PDF larger in size. All color and images that go
the edge of your trim line will need to extend into the bleed.
We recommend this to avoid small lines of unprinted white
paper around the edges of your document.

See next page for a visual of a file with margins and bleeds
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Normal Mode: you can see all the text
boxes, guides, etc.
Margin line/Safety zone
Keep everything important to the inside of
this line.
Trim line
Everything outside this line will get trimmed off
after printing
Bleed line
The color and images must extend to this line

Preview Mode: This is about what
the trimmed piece should look
like. Make sure you spell check
if you use this mode, because
dynamic spelling doesn’t work in
preview mode and it won’t alert
you of problems as you type. You
also can’t keep an eye on your
bleed area.
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Color
Color can be confusing because the human eye sees color differently
when viewing it on various media.
We will go over these topics:
•

Rich black

•

Using your swatches panel

•

RGB, CMYK, Spot

•

Looking for RGB images/objects

•

Working with transparencies and gradients

Rich black
This is a blend of all four print colors (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, and
Black). It gives a rich, velvety look that many people love. Be careful though; using rich black on text and on black areas with white
text can result in less crisp edges. This is due to the printer having to
deal with all that extra ink and trying to match ink layers up exactly.
Rich black should be used on art and not text. It also counts as four
colors, so careful of one color designs.
Using your swatches panel
If you can’t find the panel, go to Window/color/swatches. You can
see that by default, all the swatches have names corresponding with
their color blend. The RGB color at the bottom is a red flag. Get rid
of that. If it prompts you to replace it with another color, either find a
comprable color or cancel and convert the swatch to CMYK.

RGB
Digital media involves the RGB color spectrum, which has a
great variety of colors visible to the human eye. This is because
it uses the colors of light to show you a representation of something, and light has way more possibilities than light reflecting
off of pigments/inks (CMYK).
CMYK
Print Media uses the CMYK spectrum. It is somewhat limited in
it’s ability to provide vibrant images because print essentially
produces mixtures of ink that try to mimic a color of light. Light
reflects off the ink and to your eye instead of directly to you
from a screen.
Spot Colors
Spot Colors are pre-mixed inks, usually referred to as Pantone
colors (because Pantone has a huge market share). These were
invented to cut down on confusion involving color matching. If
you need specific colors to work no matter who you send your
files to, you will want to ask your printer about color matching
options and if using spot colors on an offset press will be a
good option for you. With rare exceptions, the only way to use
pre-mixed ink is to print offset. Digital printers usually have drivers that convert Pantones and other spots to CMYK, but they are
not an exact match and are dependent on machine calibration.
Did you know that Black, Cyan, Magenta, and Yellow are also
spot colors? They are only one ink color. Learn more about this
in the Transparency section.

Don’t use Registration
Black
Registration black is 100%
of every color. It should only
be used on crop marks, and
most of the time you will not
be making your own crop
marks. Just leave it alone.
Use [Black] swatch instead.

Clean up!
Delete swatches you aren’t using. It helps in general
and also lets you know if you have duplicate spot
colors or RGB colors being used. Swatches with [ ]
around them are defaults and cannot be deleted.
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Looking for RGB images/objects
So we’ve established that RGB images and objects don’t print the
same way you see them on the screen, but let’s take it a step further
and get a little closer to being able to see what will be printed. You
do this by converting your files to CMYK. It is nice for you to see the
result before we convert them ourselves.

Items that will have trouble converting are:
• Brightly colored RGB objects will become dull
•

Vibrant images won’t be as vibrant as expected

•

Anything with transparencies and/or gradients will
change density (page 6)

The reason it’s important for you to see your art in CMYK isn’t just
that it’s a more accurate representation of the print color spectrum,
it’s also because some art has difficulty converting. It’s best if you
catch these issues before we do; it saves you time and money.

RGB colors can be very bright...

So how do you catch those pesky RGB images before
they go out to the world?
If you haven’t been able to police everything going into your
working files, don’t worry. You can find them with your Preflight
panel in Indesign. If the offending items aren’t any of the types of
items above, you are free to convert to CMYK on export (section
4). But if they are like the items above, you will have to convert
them individually and adjust as desired.

Here’s how to use the Preflight pannel to
look for RGB

...but they will print more like this.

4

1
Your preflight panel is here at the bottom of the Indesign window. It’s
default is [Basic] (working) and does not include an RGB check.

Check the Color box and use the drop down to select the color spectrums you wish to be alerted about when they are used.

2
Use the dropdown next to the error box and click Define Profiles

5

Use your new
preflight profile and
see what comes up.
This particular thing
is an image that is
not transparent, not
super vibrant, and
it should be good
to convert to CMYK
on export. You’ll do
this in Section 4.

3
If you must edit the
file, follow these
instructions.
Add a new profile and call it something you can remember to use.
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Transparencies and gradients
These are tricky, tricky things sometimes. Here are some
hard and fast rules for using transparencies, effects, and
gradients in print.
1.

Convert to CMYK before using art in your
print files. You’ll be able to see potential problems right away. It also limits your ability to use
vibrant colors and curbs expectations that are too
high for print. But LEAVE A COPY OF YOUR RGB
FILE INTACT. In today’s digital world, you never
know when you will need it.

2.

If for some reason you don’t catch an RGB
transparency, dropshadow, gradient, etc., look
carefully for unwanted changes when the final PDF
is converted.

This is an RGB image with a feathering
effect on the edges.

When using our standard converter to
make this PDF CMYK, the image picked
up a dark background underneath the
feathering.

Some unwanted changes can be
• Dark shadows where there should be feathered
edges
•

Colors change dramatically

•

Transparencies are not as transparent.

•

Gradients have changed so much that you need to
remake them.

3.

Try not to fill large areas with gradients.
Digital presses can produce something called
“banding” when dealing with large gradients. Offset presses are better at handling this because the
process of making the printing plates enables finer
line patterns.

4.

Beware of using transparencies or other
effects while layering spot colors. You can’t
see the problem until it’s been printed, so be very
careful and print a test at home or get a proof from
your local printer. You may get little “halos” around
the art when it’s printed. Indesign and Illustrator will
sometimes warn you about this if it’s in your art, but
don’t rely on it. Black is also a spot color. It’s 100%
K, and therefore one color.
There is no reason to use spot colors on a
digital print, so if you encounter this, it’s safe to
convert at least one of items to CMYK and not have
a problem after that.
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Image resolution
You don’t want fuzzy, blurry images if you can avoid it. Here’s how.
•

DPI/PPI and what it means for print vs digital media

•

JPEG or TIFF? Image quality explained

DPI and PPI
So, your pritner says you need all images to be 300 DPI at the size
they will be printed. What’s that? That would be 300 printed dots
per inch. Sometimes this is used interchangably with Pixels Per Inch
(though it’s not really the same, but let’s not go there). You want to
have 300 pixels inside one square inch of image in order to get the
best quality print possible. Most images can go as low as 200 dpi
and not lose too much detail. Really small images or banners can
go lower because people aren’t looking at them as close.
Computer screens that aren’t high definition use 72 DPI images
because they can’t display any higher and the larger the PDI, the
slower images load on the internet (they are big files). Print needs a
lot more to be accurate because it can display more than a screen
can. If you use 72 dpi images in print, they will usually appear fuzzy
or pixelated.

Here’s how to make sure you catch those low DPI images in Indesign

Yes, you get to edit the Preflight profile you just made to include an image resolution check.

It looks like my screen shots are all
low resolution and RGB.
I can’t really help the resolution, so
I’ll have to let it go, but I can convert
everything to CMYK on export.

JPEGs or TIFFs? What image format is best?
That’s up to you, as it doesn’t affect the way your file comes out on press. But here
is a little tip in case you’ll be editing or using the same images over and over for
projects.
JPEGs are lossy files. Lossy means that each time you mess around with a jpg and
edit it, it recompresses and loses digital information. Over time, if it gets handled
enough, it wears out and you will start to see little halos of pixels, strange “articfacts” of smudgyness, and just general yuck. You can never recover your image to
the way it was before, either. Not quite.
TIFFs are lossless files. They do not compress (unless you tell them to) after you
make edits to them. They take up more space on your hard drive, but they will
remain the same quality for ages and ages.
So, it really is up to you. If your images probably won’t be touched again or often,
leave them JPEGs to take up less space.

Just look at those artifacts. I got this off a
lecture: http://cscie12.dce.harvard.edu/lecture_
notes/2011/20110309/slide43.html
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Exporting a PDF for print
Do a last minute check before exporting the PDF.

Make sure the document has bleed, check the
preflight again and make any fixes that you
can. Make sure it’s the right number of pages,
and you are using only black ink for black text.

1

Use Press Quality settings

3

Convert to Destination but preserve numbers. This means that
you will convert to CMYK (you’ll see in a bit) but anything that is
already CMYK will not be re-converted.

Now let’s export a PDF. We are also going to convert to CMYK
as we do this, because let’s face it, policing all those images is
haaaarrrrd.
•

Solving your color issues (mostly)

•

Making sure the Print File includes the bleed that you
carefully made earlier

2

Since you set your bleed when making your document, you should
be able to check the “Use Document Bleed Settings” box and get
.125” bleed. If not, go ahead and type it in. If you don’t need bleed
because your color doesn’t go to the edge, make sure it’s “0”

4

Select Document CMYK as the destination profile. Export the PDF.
Other options are not as important, such as images that are too
high in resolution, because they are usually fixed by the Press
Quality setting.
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Review and send

Do you have Adobe Acrobat Pro (at least a version that isn’t Acrobat
Reader?)
Do two things for me:
Check the size
It should be 8.75x11.25” because the bleed increased the size.

Check the black color

1

2

3

Uncheck the black box and all the black text/images should
dissapear. If they don’t, you know you have to go back into
Indesign and fix them. If you ever design for an offiet press and
make sure the blacks are black, your printer will love you!

You are done!!!!

If you fixed any problems you encountered, and have made it here with no more
issues, you can rest easy. Your file has passed Drill Camp and should do just fine.
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